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Be encouraged! Each and every day I’m learning to take on
life as it comes with courage and will power. As well, I’m
learning that anything worth having requires full time effort
and then some. Headed now towards the next 25 years of life,
I find the need to encourage and implore others to stay in the
race and gird up with intention. A universal call has gone out
regarding the need for us all to not take things so lightly and
to make sure our efforts are inspirational and aligned with
courage and truth.
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As the hope for many generations and the fulfillment of
various social causes, our daily experiences have the ability to
flatten the curve and give life to those in need. Along with our
frustrations and nerves of steel, the stroke of impromptu
creativity that has come to define us, is to be used to have
maximum impact and to be the flame of strength. I want you
be encouraged because people like you and I continue to bring
meaning and order to an ever changing world.
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By its nature and calling, courage has the ability to conceive
and give birth to our ancestors’ wildest dreams and relentless
journey. Their hopes should no longer be deferred by fear,
ignorance, criminality and lack. Regardless of where we sit
now and endeavor to dwell, we must yet maintain a vibrant
spirit of excellence and keep prevail alive in the heart of
society.
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I give you permission to be encouraged. I give you permission
to be an encourager. I give you and the hosts of heaven charge
to be the good and refreshing breeze that can carry others for
years. Are you ready to be and stay encouraged?
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Moving On From Childhood Sexual Abuse
(Excerpts From “Tried By Trauma” Book, By Dr. Recco & Others)

Introduction
Child Sexual Abuse (CSA) is a particularly sinister act of
violence in part because it often results in a villainization of
the victim that is subsequently, internalized. This tragedy is
made worse by the alarming prevalence rate of CSA
throughout and across societies.
Findings from a recent study conducted by Darkness to Light,
a child advocacy organization, reveals that: 1 in 7 girls, 1 in
25 boys and 7 percent to 12 percent of children in the United
States will experience contact sexual abuse (i.e. rape, sexual
touching) before the age of 18.
Each of these statistics have faces, lives and families attached.
For example, in 2018 nearly 4 million babies were born in the
U.S. and of them at least 400 thousand will suffer contact
sexual abuse during their childhood. These children will
represent every race, culture, and socioeconomic status in the
United States. Sadly, the average rate of incidence is similar
throughout the world.
The study cited above limits its focus to contact child sexual
abuse as it is deemed more accurate and objective because of
clearer definitions (contact abuse requires touching). This
essay will detail the equally devastating outcomes and fallout
that attends both contact and non-contact child sexual abuse
(i.e. sexual harassment or exposure to sexual activity either
firsthand or via print and electronic media).
The following pages will examine CSA through multiple
perspectives including personal experience, culture,
psychology, and Christianity. However, this writing is not an
attempt to contribute to the body of scholarly literature on the
subject but rather to guide the reader through a journey of
reflection and realization. Reflection on the traumas currently
inherent in the human experience and the realization all of us,
especially Christians, have the power to prevent and/or
prevail against all forms of human suffering. The task before
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This Feature Article
Discusses
Child Sexual Abuse
Research Findings
Impact Of Abuse
Trauma Issues
Guilt & Shame

Courage

us is to eliminate and mitigate against human trauma such that
our journey does not end in tears but triumph!
A Night I Will Never Forget
One night when I was 14 years old my dad whom I loved,
trusted, and admired invited me to watch a movie with him in
my parent’s bedroom. Growing up it was not uncommon for
our family to watch the network “the movie of the week” or
some other family program in my parents room which was
large enough to accommodate all 10 of us children as there
was a sitting area, as well as space for kids on their king size
bed.
“If you tell Mom she will kill me and you, too.”

This night, however, it was just me and my dad because mom
after years of running the family businesses took a job
working third shift at a local hospital. While watching
television I fell asleep and woke up to the weight of my father
on me, he was naked and rubbing his penis on my leg. I
managed to get up, I can’t remember what I said to him but as
I was leaving to return to my room, I heard him say “if you
tell mom she will kill me and you, too.”
I did not believe that my mom would kill me, but his words
had their intended effect. Instead of processing what had just
happened to me, I spent the night awake and thinking about
what would happen if I told? I was old enough to know there
would be consequences for my whole family and I wondered
if it would be selfish of me to tell? I thought about how my
father could go to jail and what the financial and emotional
impact of his absence would mean for my mother and the
seven minor children (four boys and three girls) still at home.
I thought about how hurt my mom would be to find out that
her husband of 27 years was a sick man who couldn’t be left
alone with his own daughter. I also imagined how ashamed I
would be if the word got out that my father (well respected in
the community) was perverted and how I would be viewed.
(continued p. 5)

Adverse Impact Of
Child Sexual Abuse
PTSD
Depression
Low Self-Esteem
Anxiety/ Panic Disorder
Guilt/Shame
Anger/Apathy
Body Image Concerns
Eating Disorders
Substance Abuse
Suicide Ideations
Hopelessness
Fear/Phobia
Arrested Development

Dread/Fret
Dr. Recco Now
Provides Counseling
Services In
Flint/Flint Township, MI
Clarkston, MI
Flushing, MI
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NOW AVAILABLE!

Address Your
Trauma By
>Being Resilient
>Stress Tolerance
>Character Development
>Honesty & Respect
>Integrity & Passion
>Pursuing Knowledge
>Peace & Faith
> Medical Trauma
> Striving For Unity
>Facing Sexual Abuse
>Managing Anxiety

And Much More!

For your free copy, visit reccorichardson.com
and click of the books tab
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My father who was a bible scholar even manipulated scripture
to try to convince me that what he was asking of me was
perfectly normal. He was trying to get me to willingly
participate in sexual activity.
When bible stories and offers to teach me the ways of adult
intimacy failed, my father stooped lower than I thought
possible. He made me a proposition that cut deeper even than
the original trauma of contact sexual abuse. He offered me
$100 if I would let him kiss me. To this point I had assigned
everything to his failings: he lacked self-control, integrity, and
morality, he was a hypocrite, a sick man with a total disregard
for anything other than his own satisfaction. But with his
proposition he had labeled me a whore, nothing more to him
than an object to be purchased. It was a crushing blow to my
identity. If he, who had known me from birth and helped to
cultivate my values, thought no more of me than to suggest
that I could be purchased, what could I expect from the rest of
the world? I began to think that it would not matter if I told
because if he did not care about me, who would? I was hurt
but also enraged.
I awoke one night to the sight of my father carrying my crying
11-year-old sister into our room. Her bed was on the other
side of the room, so I pretended to be asleep until my father
left the room. I could hear her as she continued to cry. At first,
I was overwhelmed with guilt. If I had had the courage to tell
my mother, I might have spared my little sister. I felt that I
was as much to blame as my father. When I was able to
compose myself, I went over to my sister and asked her what
was wrong. She said only that it was bad. I told her that he
had tried the same thing with me a few weeks ago and that we
had to tell mom as soon as she came home from work in the
morning.
I have shared my story in a matter of fact tone, including
context and emotion to the extent necessary to render it useful
as a case study in both contact and non-contact child sexual
abuse. This is not to diminish the depth of pain caused by my
initial trauma and the impact this experience had on my life.
(continued p. 7)
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Adverse Impact Of
Child Sexual Abuse
(Cont.)
Physical Injury
Pregnancy
Genital Injury
Improper Social Conduct
Lower Academics
Prostitution
Communication Problems
Poor Social Skills
Agitation/Irritability
Inadequate Focus
Insecurities
Relationships Problems
Inadequate Coping
General Disregard
Lack Of Trust

Journey Groups
“Bullseye” Groups

Types Of Groups
Support/Bereavement
Focus on helping individuals
deal with a recent change in
life such as divorce, death,
the unexpected, relationships,
employment, or loss of job.

Treatment Groups
Focus on an identified mental
health diagnosis such as
depression, anxiety and
bipolar.

Psycho-Educational
Focus on topics such
character, anger, rejection,
guilt, financial strain,
relationships and fear.

Group Facilitators

Heroes Essential Workers: This group targets anyone required
to work during the COVID-19 Pandemic, especially nurses, social
workers, medical office workers, case managers, first responders,
production workers, public transportation workers and retail
workers.

Love Cupid: Designed for married couples/serious dating couples

Recco S. Richardson Ph.D., LPC

who desire better communication, additional commitment, a
sounding board, parenting insights, relationship guidance and more.

Clinical Therapist, Author, Educator

Young Excellence & Success (Ages 18-24): This group
provides a safe place and space to explore adulthood in terms of
dreams, struggles, relationships, goals, strengths, current day
happenings, career planning and other critical topics.
Call If You Are Interested In Attending One
Of The Above Future Groups … (810) 394-7815
Our groups help participant’s gain coping skills, feel empowered,
improve their confidence, secure additional support and
become more resilient. The end goal is personal growth,
guidance, motivation, inner-peace and success.
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Rene Richardson, LLMSW, MBA
Clinical Therapist, Entrepreneur

However, the purpose of this writing is to demonstrate how
trauma can drive achievement. The following pages will
examine how culture, psychology, and faith contributes to the
outcomes for children of abuse.
Culture And Sexual Abuse
The worst of my experience suffering child sexual abuse had
passed, but nothing occurs in a vacuum, history and culture
had a part to play in my recovery. I was growing up in the 60s
and 70s. The civil rights movement was in full swing, parents
were teaching their children about the importance of working
hard, to take advantage of opportunities that black men and
women had fought and died for.
The abuse had splintered my soul, financial adjustments took
our family from Cadillacs to the Ford Pinto, some days were
dark with horrible feelings of pain and disappointment but I
was going to keep on climbing and reaching landings and
turning corners. I was determined to succeed; I just had to
figure out how?
Here I would say to anyone who is suffering or has suffered
abuse, it is not your responsibility to protect your abuser. No
matter the abuser’s position in society, family relationship or
otherwise, abusers must be held accountable. Report your
abuse. It is the first step toward recovery and healing. Here is
a life achievement lesson. Hold yourself and others
accountable for their actions.
I was struggling with many of the negative emotions and
behaviors associated with abuse but what I felt most
profoundly was shame. A common definition of shame is - a
condition of humiliating disgrace or disrepute. The two key
components of shame are disgrace and disrepute. Disgrace
meaning a reversal of favor and disrepute a reversal of good
and favorable reputation.
The question I had to answer was, “upon what had my
original feeling of favor and reputation been built? My self
esteem was sustained by the fact that the world reflected back
to me my feelings of self-worth in the form of approving
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Affirmations For
Rape/Abuse
By Dr. Recco

I’m Able To Love Again
Change Is My Friend
I Know The Truth
I Have Support
It’s Okay To Feel
I’m Beautiful Everyday
My Existence Is Needed
I Value Myself
Love Is On My Side
My Change Has Come
I Have Moved Forward
I’m Free To Be Me
Believing Is My Wind
I Choose Life
Clarity Guides Me

nods, compliments, high grades, athletic awards trophies, etc.
My shame was in wondering what the world would think of
me now.
I had built my foundation on worldly things, the shifting sand
of people and circumstance. When trauma tried my heart, it
revealed an unacknowledged and unconfessed sin of pride.
And the consequence of my pride was shame. I had been
riding high on foolish pride. It was time for me to get low and
wise!

Affirmations For
Rape/Abuse (cont.)
My Journey Gets Better

Trauma and other trials are great teachers, my lesson was in
humility. When I let go of my pride and the fallacy of the
power of my own strength and with humility asked God for
help, instantly the weight of shame was removed and as
promised I was lifted up! The power of humility is revealed in
its many blessings.

I Don’t Have To Suffer

“The power of humility is revealed in its many blessings”
.

My Choices Are Good

Humility is so powerful because it is only from a position of
humility that we approach an understanding of our true
relation to God. It is the ultimate reality check as we come to
know that we are not in command even of our next breath. By
our own might, we cannot achieve anything. Yet, we can
achieve everything on the condition of our humility and in
accordance with the will of God who withholds no good thing
from us, who causes all things to work in our favor, who gave
His only son that we may live.

I Decided To Be Better

The danger of slipping into a position of pride is that it
doesn’t always manifest in obvious ways. Outwardly, I was
the picture of humility. As an athlete I was known for good
sportsmanship. I didn’t taunt my opponent or brag about
winning. As a good student I was compelled to assist other
students as a volunteer tutor. I genuinely enjoyed sharing my
gifts with others.
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Trust Comforts Me
I Have Control
The Things I Do Matter

Tomorrow Will Come
I Have Everything I Need
Happiness Is My Reward
I Understand It More
Make Every Day Count
My Will Is Strong
I Release Myself
Life Comes As I Soar

The problem was I enjoyed too much the praise of man and
had not guarded my faith in a way that acknowledged that the
gifts I had were from God and the praise that I received
belonged to God. I felt that I had used my unmerited God
given gifts for the good of others but had failed to measure
my achievements against the word of God. I was not
intentional in the way that I used my gifts such that it was
pleasing to God. Therefore if my actions aligned with the
word it was simply by chance as I leaned on my own
understanding.
I had not kept my faith at the forefront of my mind so when I
experienced abuse, I didn’t see myself as God sees me, I
cared only about how man would see me, damaged,
dysfunctional victimized and abused. I feared that I would no
longer be seen as the perfect person I was striving
(unrealistically) to be. I languished in misery and shame. All
the while God’s grace was available if only, I would
acknowledge and receive it. I hadn’t reached out to God. But
God in his mercy reached out to me. In His grace He leaned
toward me and spoke to my heart.

Affirmations For
Rape/Abuse (cont.)

I Continue To Rise
My Steps Are Ordered
I’m Full Of Life
Every Breath Is My Best
Boundaries Establish Me
I Know What I Want
My Hope Is Anchored
I Feel Like Going On
Celebrations Follow Me
Memories Are Milestones

The trauma of my abuse shaped my character. I was
determine to live a life that reflected the following
characteristics: compassion, honesty, integrity, reliability,
trustworthiness, authenticity, resilience, perseverance,
respectfulness, forgiveness, willingness to make difficult
decisions, never give up spirit, advocacy and of course
humility. Never let pride prevent you from seeking help
natural and spiritual. The development of these characteristics
has been the foundation of my achievement in life. And my
Christian faith is not at odds with any of these characteristics.
It is not the trauma but the response to trauma that makes all
the difference.
I decided to share my experience of abuse because too often it
is concealed. I was able to survive because I had a loving
mother. I had close friends. I was an athlete. These supports
helped me to survive and function.
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I Have Stood The Test
A Song Is What I Am
I’m Have Protection
My Power Word Is “No”
My Shame Is Over
Lameness Has No Rights
Life Is For The Taking
I’m The Best Me
I Make Quality Decisions

Licensure Educational Training
Program (LET)
Offered by Recco S. Richardson Consulting, Inc., the
Licensure Educational Training (LET) Program is an effective
supervisory program that targets Limited Licensed
Professional Counselors (LLPCs) who need supervision.
LET Services
Group Supervision: Monthly gatherings that review
caseloads and discuss trends.
Individual Supervision: As requested, informal one-on-one
sessions that provide personal attention and insightful
strategies.
Communication: Unlimited monthly communication via
phone, email and text.
Other: NCE workshops, counseling residencies, business
services support, book club and scholarly writing/research.
Typical Supervision Topics
Case Conceptualization

Private Practice Insight

Treatment Planning

Personal Confidence

Clinical Diagnosis

Managing Difficult Clients

Career Planning

Grant/Proposal Writing

Ethical Dilemmas

Professional Disclosure

Contact Us
Recco S. Richardson
Consulting, Inc.
2500 S. Linden Road, P.O. Box
321252, Flint, MI 48532
(810) 394-7815 (Office)
(810) 732-6657 (Fax)
Website:
reccorichardson.com
Email:
reccorichardsonphd@gmail.com

Dr. Recco Now
Provides Counseling
Services In
Flint/Flint Township, MI
Clarkston, MI
Flushing, MI

Recco Santee Richardson, Ph.D., LPC
Author, Trainer, Educator & Clinical Therapist
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